AD HOC COMMITTEE ON THE REVIEW OF THE ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN THE FIELD OF DISARMAMENT

Third session

SUMMARY RECORDS OF THE 16th TO 19th MEETINGS

Held at Headquarters, New York, from 7 to 11 September 1976

Corrigendum

This corrigendum contains delegation and Secretariat corrections to the English text of the summary records of the meetings held by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Role of the United Nations in the Field of Disarmament at its third session (A/AC.181/SR.16-19).

With the issuance of this corrigendum, the records of these meetings may be considered final.

16th meeting

Paragraph 8

Replace the third sentence by the following text:

The delegation of Mexico also wished to reiterate the view, shared by many delegations, that the United Nations Centre for Disarmament referred to in paragraph 10 should be headed by a national of a third world country.

Paragraph 17, last line

At the end of the paragraph, add the following text:

which was unfortunately not the case at that time.
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Paragraph 25, last line

At the end of the paragraph add the following text:

in the context of the other calls on the United Nations budget which might emerge during the thirty-first session of the General Assembly and the priorities for expenditures that the Committee might set in the light of them.

Paragraph 37

Replace the paragraph by the following text:

37. Mr. MULYE (India) recalled that in his Government's reply to the Secretary-General's inquiry, emphasis had been placed on the political will of Governments being necessary for real progress in the field of disarmament. Exercises such as the present one, although important, could have only limited value. He noted the importance of the role played by the delegation of Sweden in securing consensus on the proposals agreed upon by the Committee which, although not ideal, indicated some progress. While the delegation of India would like to comment substantively on all aspects of the report during the discussions in the First Committee, it would have preferred paragraph 7 (a) of the revised Swedish paper without its last part.

19th meeting

Paragraph 10

The speaker's name should read Mr. OTEGUI

Last line: for third world country read developing country

Paragraph 19

For Mr. JOZAN read Mr. GALAMBOS